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STEED WHITEPAPER

Introduction
The advent of blockchain technology
came with Decentralized Finance
or what is popularly referred to
as DeFi. DeFi projects have mainly
disrupted the Financial Industry as
well as other niches through their core
decentralized nature. Decentralization
control from centralized authorities and
governmental organizations, making
that has access to the Internet.
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services like asset exchange, staking, stablecoin
issuance, lending/borrowing, trading, peer-topeer payments, and wealth management are
controlled on the blockchain via Decentralised
Applications (DApps) or protocols. This creates
a peer-to-peer network, most of which were
initially built on the Ethereum blockchain and
now expanding to other blockchain networks.
According to DeFiPulse, the total value locked
(TVL) in DeFi protocols followed an exponential
trend and is currently at $101 billion. A big
the multitude of DeFi projects as well as
infrastructure service providers such as liquidity
pools, NFT marketplaces, and staking providers
that run validation nodes for Decentralized
protocols on behalf of users and allow
participants to earn by basically locking their
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While this feat is amazing, there are little to non-existent blockchain-based
projects that are focused on horses, and horse riding. The horse riding industry
alone is worth over $40 billion a year, not to talk of the valuation of the other
sections of the equestrian industry. Each year, millions of people go horseback
riding and around 870,000 horses compete or train for track racing every
engage in staking activities.
This shows that the equestrian industry is a promising industry that will even
attract more people if a synergy is created between it and the blockchain
industry. As such, we created Steed Token - an Ethereum blockchain-based
platform that is focused on bringing the core values of blockchain technology
like Decentralized Finance (DeFi), Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and even
Metaverse to the horse riding industry. With it, people around the world can
invest, participate in racing activities and buy stable items using the native
token of the platform - $Steed Token.
$Steed token is the native token of the platform and it is with it that the
of users. The contract of the steed platform has been renounced and it has a
token burn mechanism to reduce the amount of token in circulation while also
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Core Features of
the STEED Platform
Steed has several features that are well thought out by the development team
that are set to unfold. The core features of the Steed platform include:

NFT MARKETPLACE
NFTs or non-fungible tokens are the rave of the moment in the blockchain
industry and they represent tokenized form of digital assets with unique

up the value of the tokenized asset. Steed features an NFT marketplace
where NFTs of horses, stable and stable items can be discovered, collected
and traded.
The marketplace will link sellers with buyers who can select pieces they wish
to purchase. Holders can mint their Steed NFT and breed them on the
history of its owners and transactions.
The platform also issues Steed Certiﬁcate Cards with NFT Intergration. Our
goal has always been to help accelerate the emergence of a state-of-the-art
virtual economy that spans the globe.
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STEEDtv METAVERSE
Since metaverse is going mainstream and we would not like our community
members to be left behind, the platform also features what we refer to as the
Steed Metaverse. The metaverse is a group of NFT horse farms and breeding
stables where our platform members and users can buy these assets in the
metaverse and they can rear and breed their digital horses. The horse farms
and breeding stables can also be rented out or put up for lease for interested
individuals while the owner earns rent from this digital asset.

DIGITAL - REALITY EXPERIENCE
Moving from the digital world to reality, Steed holders will experience the
beauty and fun of riding the horses listed on our NFT Marketplace and to
enjoy this to the fullest, they will be immersed in the fun as characters within
the race.

WORLDWIDE HORSE STATIONS
As part of our long term future projects, the Steed platform aims to create
horse stations around the globe. With these stations, we will hold real life
holders the opportunity to try the real life horse riding experience. The
stations will be facilitated by our partnership with several companies like
Ride4far.

equestrian sports and are of geographical importance to the location where
the event will be held. This will ensure that our members enjoy the event to
the fullest.
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

INTUITIVE PROTOCOL

RELIABILITY

Being a token-based protocol, the platform relies

Steed is highly reliable and brings top

level of convenience. The protocol is designed in a

platform user . The platform, token and the

permissionless and decentralized manner to host

entire ecosystem are built with high-tech

the platform and its token which are essentially
distributed and community-led. However, the

seamless investment, horse riding gaming

tampering and manipulation of Blockchain protocols

and transaction activities in reality. Data and

are not entirely unheard of in this space. This

activities are stored on the blockchain to

occurrence is where Steed comes in. Our intuitive

ensure transparency.

protocols to rule out all possibilities of exploitation.

SECURITY

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

We understand that the security of our platform is

Steed provides 24/7 support to our

core to the success of this project. As a result of this,
we hold the security of our platform in high esteem.

channels including our social media pages.
However, as a community-led platform, the

auditing companies in the industry to ensure that

core of our support will be carried out in our

vulnerable points within our systems are detected and

Telegram community.

protected to ensure that it is 100% bug-free and safe
from bad actors that are committed to exploiting the
security architecture of blockchain protocols.
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Marketing
Strategy

The contemporary methodology of marketing is
through digital media and that is what Steed will

be using PR agencies with proven track records

use to promote the platform and get words about

of success and leverage their expertise and

its novel DeFi and NFT-based community project

experience to market the platform to our full

out there. We have thus strategized a well thought

extent. With them, the growth of our platform will

out plan, the main pillars of which include:

be unlocked through full-funnel growth hacking

Partnership with top companies in the blockchain/
cryptocurrency space. We will also employ the

techniques.
Apart from this, we will also invest in content
marketing strategies using platforms like Medium,

social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook

Reddit and BitcoinTalk while also providing

so that they can help promote the platform within

competitions, videos, and information on our social

their connection.

media platforms.

Below is a summary of our proposed marketing strategy includes:
•
•
• Content Marketing (YouTube, Medium, Telegram, Bitcoin talk, Reddit, Hackernoon and other
platforms that act as executive tools and medium)
• Community engagement activities and rewards - airdrops and bounty programs
• Ask me anything or AMA sessions on top platforms
•
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Governance

As earlier mentioned, Steed is a community project and it focuses on
community governance where every token holder has power and a voice.
Token holders will be able to earn rewards and be eligible for perks or early
issuance of new products and have input into future products. They will also be
able to create proposals and vote on changes they want for the project at any
given time.
For this purpose, $Steed token is created with a voting function. Holders of
the token will have voting rights and power based on the number of tokens
they hold in their wallet and they can debate, propose, and vote on all changes
to the platform. This will allow the platform to be upgradable by anybody with
a good idea of how it can perform better, and they are incentivized accordingly.
For a proposal to go through and be accepted by the community, the majority
of the cast votes must be in favor of the proposal, and in a situation where
there is more than one option, the proposal that has the highest votes wins.
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06 $Steed Token
As mentioned initially, $Steed is the
native token on the platform and it is
with it that transaction, governance and
incentivization activities will be carried
out. It is an ERC-20 standard token

The success of major protocols depends on how
much users are attracted to the liquidity of their
protocol. To summarize, $Steed is designed as
a key to access features on the platform. Here is
a summary of the BENEFITS and UTILITIES of the
token:

means that a certain percentage of it is
removed from circulation to increase the
value of the token and for this, Steed
adopts the token burn strategy. We
started with burning 49% of our total
supply and there is constant burning
with 2% of our token burned on every
transaction (transfer, buy or sell) making
your Steed increase in value with time.
It is important to also mention that the
liquidity of our token is locked FOREVER
and the contract ownership has been
RENOUNCED by the dev team.

• With steed tokens, platform members
will have exclusive access to all Stable
token products. This includes riding events,
exhibitions, product purchase etc.
• It allows platform and community members to
carry out transaction activities
• Holding steed token gives holders the chance
to participate in the governance of the platform
• Reward and incentivization
• Purchase of breedings stables and horse farms
in the Steed metaverse
• NFT purchase - to buy horses and stable items
• Riding games
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TOKENOMICS

TOKEN ALLOCATION

Token Name: Steed Token

Token burn: 40%

Token Symbol: $STD

Total liquidity: 40% Tokens Added to Uniswap

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 $Steed

Future Development,
Marketinvg & Products : 10%

BID

TOKEN ALLOCATION

5% 5%

10%

40%

Burned at launch
Added to uniswap
Marketing & Products
Fund to Join STEED Stations

40%

Donated to Charity
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As a team with developmental intent, we have earmarked several activities that we aim to achieve for

BUY

working towards the other activities in the roadmap. Below are the phases and the activities:

PHASE 1
•

• Coinmarketcap listing

• Token Generation Event

• DEX Launch

• 1000+ Holders

• Community competition, bounty

NFT

and airdrops

• 5000 Telegram members
• Coingecko listing

PHASE 2

• Contract audit

• Merchant website

• 10,000 holders

• Integration to exchange

• 20k Telegram members

• Marketing campaign (Tiktok, Instagram and
Twitter awareness)

BID

PHASE 3

• 40,000 holders

• Worldwide partnership

• Listing on Small exchanges

• Gear up for major exchange

•

listings

• Linking Community to the riding
point around the world

PHASE 4
• First event
• NFT Creation (Stall)
• Integrated marketplace

PHASE 5
• Improve the problems the
community is facing
• Horse festivals and shows
around the world open to our
holders

• Sharing the passion with the
youth and education
• Listing on more exchanges
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Team

BUY
We understand that having a strong developer team and a proven strategy
is primarily driven by our passion in the horse riding and tech industry. This

a result, only the best brains and brilliant minds with proven track records of
of impressive experts in the equine industry, blockchain and cryptocurrency
experts and thought leaders in tech.
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Partners
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Official Support
Channels

Website: https://steedtoken.net
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Steed_token
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/steedtokn
Telegram: https://t.me/+Tndt7W_ab0M2MTE0

DISCLAIMER
In consideration of Steed Platform (referred to as “Company”) providing this whitepaper to the
Company and the recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute or communicate verbally, directly or
indirectly, or to otherwise publish the contents of this whitepaper except with prior written consent of
the Company. For the purposes of this acknowledgement, “recipient” includes, without limitation, any
principal, employee or agent of the recipient.

summary of the main features of the Company. It contains general advice only and has been prepared
read the whitepaper carefully and assess whether the information is appropriate for them in respect
information that a prospective participant may require. In all cases, interested parties should conduct
their own investigation and analysis of the Company and the data contained in this whitepaper. The
Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained in this whitepaper. Furthermore, the Company shall not have any liability to the
recipient or any person resulting from the reliance upon this whitepaper in determining whether to make
an application to invest in the Company’s $Steed token.
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been prepared to the best of its reasonable knowledge and ability. However, recipients must rely on their
the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
The Company makes no representation about the underlying value of the Steed products on oﬀer.
represents fair value.

PARTICIPANT WARNING
any project about which information is given, prospective participants are strongly advised to seek
appropriate professional advice. The information contained in this whitepaper has been prepared
by or on behalf of the Company. Steed Platform has not undertaken an independent review of the
information contained in this whitepaper.

PROMINENT STATEMENTS
The information contained in this whitepaper about the proposed investment opportunity is not
intended to be the only information on which a decision is to be made and is not a substitute for a
disclosure document, or any other notice that may be required under law. Detailed information may be
needed to make a token participation decision.

FUTURE STATEMENTS
Except for historical information, there may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking
statements. Such statements are only predictions that are subject to inherent risks and uncertainty.
Forward-looking statements, which are based on assumptions and estimates and describe the

Participants are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. By its nature,
forward-looking information involves numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both
other forward-looking statements will not occur. Those risks and uncertainties include factors and risks
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All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on behalf of the Company
required by law, the Company undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forwardlooking statements provided in this whitepaper whether as a result of new information, future events or

person involved in the preparation of this whitepaper, makes any representation or warranty (express

whitepaper.

VALUE RISKS
Steed Tokens and Products issued by the Steed Platform may drop substantially in value or may
remain illiquid for long periods of time or indeﬁnitely. Steed Platform cannot guarantee an active
secondary market for the exchange of tokens purchased in the token sale. Not all disclosures or
statements are being made in this document. Participants should review the token sale in its entirety and
seek the professional advice of legal counsel and investment professionals.
The Steed token may change in value based on a number of factors that are outside our control. There

ownership in the company. Tokenomics is new and exciting - regulatory circumstances may require that
token mechanics be changed or altered.
$Steed token does not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, express or
implied, including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features on other
Platforms. The Company does not guarantee and is not representing in any way that the $Steed Token
has any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features. The Company reserves the right to
refuse or cancel $Steed purchase requests at any time at its sole discretion.

NOT A SECURITY
It is important to note that any token issued on Steed Platform is not intended to be securities, and

ownership or debt within the Steed Platform system. Tokens currently trading or issued in the future
are non-refundable. Steed Platform will not guarantee any value, market, or commitments to the value
of such tokens. Buyer and owners shall participate in each nomy at their sole risk.

